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BY J IM MOORE 
Working Smarter

Recent Additions to
ISPF Services

I have to admit, the ISPF services that
are covered this month slipped right

by me. I guess I haven’t been paying as
much attention to the programming addi-
tions to ISPF as I have to the new usability
features. Hopefully, I’ll remedy this over-
sight here and play a bit of catch-up by
explaining some fine new additions to the
large (and growing) group of ISPF services.

I used an informal method to determine
at which release level a service first
appeared. I accessed the IBM ISPF
BookManager collection on the Internet
and perused the Table Of Contents (TOC)
for each major release of OS/390 (and
z/OS) going back to OS/390 V1R2.

Using the Services Guide books as my
source, whenever a new service appeared in
a TOC, I assigned the lowest release level
that the book covered as the initial release.

Figure 1 (on page 41) lists the Web URL
that I used to do this research. Figure 2 lists
all of the new services that have appeared
recently (since 1996) in ISPF. The balance
of this column will briefly explain each of
these new ISPF services.

Refer to the Tip of the Month for a quick
and easy way to see what ISPF services are
available for your work machine.

QLIBDEF

The QLIBDEF (Query LIBDEF) service
returns information about the most recently
activated LIBDEF for the requested DD
name. It returns two variables and a return
code that can be used to acquire informa-
tion about an active LIBDEF allocation. It
returns both the type of LIBDEF and the
fully qualified dataset name(s) that are allo-
cated to the LIBDEF.

The DD names that are passed to it are the
same ones that are used with LIBDEF. The

returned type will have the value of
DATASET, EXCLDATA, LIBRARY or
EXCLLIBR, depending upon how the LIB-
DEF was originally issued. In the list of
dataset names (even if the “list” is only a sin-
gle dataset), the names will always be fully
qualified (enclosed in single quotes). If there
is more than a single dataset name, a comma
will separate the fully qualified names.

Comment: This service would be much
more useful if it also returned the actual DD
name associated with the LIBDEF. Using
DDLIST (or TSO ISRDDN), active
LIBDEFs will appear in the list with DD
names like ISPnnnnn (where nnnnn is some
apparently random number). There are
occasions when it would be useful to know
the real DD name behind a LIBDEF.

TRANS

The TRANS service is for translating
what are known as CCSID (Coded Character
Set Identifier) strings. This is a non-English
language translation feature. In all honesty, I
must state that I have never used it.

Comment: Do a search of the ISPF Dialog
Developer’s Guide and Reference for the
release of ISPF that is running at your site.
Use CCSID as the search argument. You will
get a lot more information about this service
by doing this than if you read the Services
Guide description of TRANS.

DSINFO

The DSINFO (Dataset Information) ser-
vice is a nice addition to ISPF services. It
returns comprehensive information about a
dataset, cataloged or uncataloged, directly
into a function’s function pool (no need to
VGET variables). It returns the same type of
information that is available from a

LOCATE/OBTAIN set of calls against a
Format-1 DSCB. DSINFO appears as if it is
directly accessing the Format-1 DSCB from
the home volume (the one that contains the
initial primary extent) of the dataset. If the
file spans multiple volumes, a list of volume
names is returned in the variable ZDSVTAB.

Comment: I know that I’ll be using this
service a lot in the future. Check out the
returned variable named ZDSCB1. It is the
“raw” Format-1 DSCB straight from the
VTOC—-just in case you want to do some of
your own translation and/or further digging.

MEMLIST

The MEMLIST (Member List) service is
the “star of the show” here in my opinion. It
is an easily programmable interface to the
full power of an Enhanced Member List.
Try the simple REXX EXEC shown in
Figure 3 and you’ll see what I mean.

Comment: Very, very nice. Absolutely
simple to programmatically access an ultra-
powerful service—it will make you look
like an ISPF genius!

QBASELIB

The QBASELIB (Query Base Library)
service can be thought of as the base ver-
sion of QLIBDEF. That is, if the QLIB-
DEF service returns information about a
dynamically invoked LIBDEF, why not
provide another service for the logon
allocated ISPF DD names? This is what
QBASELIB does.

The DD name that is passed to QBASELIB
must be one of the ISPF base DD names.
These are ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB, ISPSLIB,
ISPTLIB, ISPLLIB, ISPTABL, ISPFILE. It
will return a comma-delimited list of fully
qualified datasets in an “id-variable”.
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Comment: If you wanted to dynamically
create a batch TSO/ISPF job, this would be
the service to use to propagate all of the
ISPF allocations into a file-tailoring skele-
ton. They would have to be correct because
they are allocated to your TSO session.

VIIF

The VIIF (VIEW Interface) service sure
has a strange name. I would have named it
VWIF. However, the other two services that
it is similar to (EDIF and BRIF) both took
the first two characters of their names from
the underlying service (ED from Edit and
BR from Browse) so I suppose that is what
is at play here: VI from the first two letters
of View, IF for Interface.

VIIF is the same type of service for the
VIEW utility that EDIF is for Edit and BRIF
is for Browse. It allows for a customized
interface to VIEW in situations where it is
not possible to use the more traditional:

VIEW DATASET(‘A.PDS.FILE(MEMBER)’)
For services like VIIF, the user function

must do all of its own allocations, I/O and
other environment-specific processing
before actually invoking the service. This is
also true of EDIF and BRIF.

Comment: The addition of the VIIF ser-
vice now completes the trilogy: VIIF, EDIF
and BRIF.

QUERYENQ

The QUERYENQ (Query Enqueue) ser-
vice is one of the newest of the ISPF services.
It first appeared in z/OS V1R2 as far as I can
tell. I can’t wait to try it.

I read the documentation, and it sounds
like it returns all of the enqueue information
in an ISPF table. This table is named, but
not created, by the invoking dialog. There
also appears to be an option to return the
information in a file if you want it that way.

Masking on the qname/rname is supported
as is an option to do a cross-system GQS-
CAN type of invocation that would check
all LPARs for the propagated ENQ(s). The

documentation warns of a performance hit
if this option is used.

Comment: This looks like another great
addition to ISPF. Use this service to discov-
er who might be holding an enqueue before
you try to issue one.

CONCLUSION

Another thing to keep an eye out for
when researching ISPF services is the addi-
tion of new parameters to existing services.
This is a reasonably common occurrence.
Such research can be handled on a case-by-
case basis, though. That is, as you read
about the service, take note of any additional
parameters that might not be present in
older code or that you have never seen
before. They might have a lot of value and
are certainly worth investigating.

Finally, note the range of releases that
these new ISPF services first appeared in—
going back to OS/390 V1R2 and continuing
forward all the way to z/OS V1R2. Is porta-
bility an issue here?

It is.

If I were to write an ISPF tool that
relied heavily on the QUERYENQ ser-
vice, it wouldn’t work properly on any
release of OS/390. In the same vein, an
ISPF dialog that used DSINFO would
only work on OS/390 V2R10 and higher.
Pay attention to things like this if you
intend to distribute your code beyond the
site where it was written.  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, IL-based software development
firm specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and data-
base design. He can be reached at conlog-
co@attbi.com.

Service Name Initial Release Brief Description

QLIBDEF OS/390 V1R2 Query an Active Libdef
TRANS OS/390 V1R2 Translate a CCSID – Extended Code Page Support
DSINFO OS/390 V2R10 Retrieve dataset fields from VTOC
MEMLIST OS/390 V2R10 Programmable service for member list displays
QBASELIB OS/390 V2R10 Query a “base” ISPF DD for allocated dataset names
VIIF OS/390 V2R10 Programmable VIEW interface (like EDIF & BRIF)
QUERYENQ Z/OS V1R2 Retrieve ENQ information based on qname/rname

FIGURE 2: TABLE OF ISPF SERVICES ADDED SINCE OS/390 V2R5 

http://publibz.boulder.ibm.com/cgi-bin/bookmgr_OS390/FINDBOOK?filter=ispf

FIGURE 1: THE URL THAT POINTS TO A LINK OF ALL RECENT IBM ISPF MANUALS 

Note that a data-id that is returned by LMINIT is required for MEMLIST. Once LMINIT has executed successfully, all
subsequent references to the chosen “data-id variable” (DD, in the example) should be as a substitutable variable (out-
side of the REXX quoted string).

/* REXX */
ADDRESS ISPEXEC
“LMINIT DATAID(DD) DATASET(‘a.PDS.dataset’)”
“MEMLIST DATAID(“DD”) CONFIRM(YES) FIELD(9)”
“LMFREE DATAID(“DD”)”

FIGURE 3: A SIMPLE REXX EXEC THAT INVOKES THE MEMLIST SERVICE
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